LEVEL: 7.90 m
am - we continue pail 5:27.1 in the NW corner and start pail 6:28 in the extension & NW corner once finished.

Pail 28: K92A/81C/16:28
Location under pails 57, 57A
C/drawing: 70
Depth: 5.98 - 5.88 tops/5.83 - 5.78 bottom
Soil: Medium brown, much small stone
Que: soft, especially toward eastern potter: Late 7th C., broad mix of objects
Other: shell, charcoal, unidentified stone, iron
Inventoried: I 96; C 9570, 9571

The bottom of this pail is very rough, especially in the extension. A 0.25 m baulk was left next to the wall to prevent it from collapsing. Limpets + a darker patch of soil were noticed at the corner. A woman also cleaned the space of TR 73A since we are almost reaching the levels of the top of the thinner wall. MCS was not at the site today. The women completed the pail begun yesterday and the area was cleaned.

A 0.30 m square of light plane was found and plotted on p. 70. A sample was also taken.

Just before break, an area of burning was found just at the corner of Bldg F. Some small stones were found surrounding it - maybe it was a hearth. The area of darker soil was isolated w/ pail 58. Immediately south, a surface was found which included
flat sherds, shell & pebbles. This lies at a level slightly higher than the "hearth" just mentioned so & assigned pail 0.28 B. To the West side where George & others are excavating, the soil became much darker, so we began pail 0.28 A.

**Pail 0.28 A**

*Location* under 5.27
*Redrawing up to* depth: 5.85 top / 5.75 bottom
*Soil*: darker than 0.38, very soft, ash like with small stoned pottery: date 7th cc.

*Other*: stone(?), bone, shell, iron.

*Inventoried*: C9281 T8-190

**Surface**

**Pail 0.28 B**

*Location* under 5.27
*Redrawing up to* depth: 5.31 - 5.83 top / 5.80m bottom
*Soil*: very dark, ash like
*Pottery*: late 9th cc.

*Other*: bone, shell, iron

*Inventoried*: C8360 (Pail 3B)

**Pail 0.28 C**

*Location* under pail 4.26
*Redrawing up* to depth: 6.00 - 5.85 top / 5.73 bottom
*Soil*: very hard
*Pottery*: very little, 9th cc

*Other*: nothing really diagnostic

*Inventoried*: —
Pail 38C was used to clean the SW corner where 3 stones & some brown soil were left unexcavated to see how deep it went. As we reached our present level we realized that at 38A's level it had been excavated to one unit to avoid contaminating pail 6:38A.

Pm - We completed pail 38A. At this point some stones are appearing in the center of the trench & the area of pail 38B to at a higher elevation. We were not able to trace this surface in any other place.

We start pail 29 to get out the whole trench. Thus there is situated under pail 6:38B the surface previously identified. This soil contains an extraordinary amount of clumps & the soil is very dark & sticky.

Pail 29

Location: under pail 6:38B
Re-draw: 3, 72
Depth: 5.81 = 5.86 top / 5.84 - 5.75 bottom
Soil: very dark, a little harder
Towards East
Pottery: 7th c., 650-625 BC
Corinthian korykei
Other = Assorted
Inverted: C9562

Pail 38A

Location: under pail 6:38B
Re-draw: 3, 73
Depth: 5.81 top / 5.82 - 5.72 bottom
Soil: Very dark, tour of clumps! Some pebbles, but not found as part of pottery: 7th century B.C. graffiti floor?

Other: bone, shell, iron, bronze, pumice.

Inverted: MI222 - implement blade with perforated edge (?), C9551, American; C9557, C9552; I 81 10 185

The stones which appeared in pail 38A were triangulated.

Pail 38A was begun
level: 7.98m
soil is still very dark-ashy-like. As
mentioned yesterday this soil lies a little higher than the
rest of the trench. Much small
pieces of iron are found.
The soil underneath appears diff
ferent all over, more sandy. We will
therefore change levels. To remain
consistent & avoid confusion, I will
number this level #8

Pail 8.30 | K92 | 8:30
location: under pail 6:38
depth: 5.93 top / 5.75 - 5.80 bottom
soil: very hard, small sherd

pottery: largely 7th c., broad mix of
dynes, kithas, etc.,
other: shell, bone, iron, pumice

inventoried: —

Pail 8.30a | K92a | 8:30a
location: under pail 6:38
depth: 5.83 top / 5.75 - 5.60 bottom
soil: light brown with some small
sherd, not many shedd

pottery: late 7th c.
other: shell, bone

inventoried: joins w 28a

The soil in pail 30 is progressively
becoming darker as we excavate
the south.
The soil to the SW changes drastically: it is very burnt, with a lot of shells and bone. We change pail to excavate this area.

**Pail 30B**: K92A/81C/8:30B
- Location: under pails 28A, 28C
- Drawings: p. 70
- Depth: 5.77 top, 5.66 bottom
- Soil: very dark, soft, ashy, quite a lot of shells
- Pottery: late 7th century, broad mix of types
- Other: shell, bone, iron, pumice

Incorporated: C9527 small my - join pail 31D

George excavated the area of burning to pail 30B. A short distance before the South barrow, this type of soil ended: we changed pails to

**Pail 30C**: K92A/81C/8:30C
- Location: under pail 6:28A
- Drawings: p. 70
- Depth: 5.77 top, 5.66 bottom
- Soil: sandy soil with a few small stones. A lot of limpets!
- Pottery: 7th C
- Other: shell, stone, charcoal, bone, olive seeds

Incorporated: C9528

The area under pails 7:28A and 28A is being excavated separately as well.

**Pail 30D**: K92A/81C/8:30D
- Location: under 7:28A, 28A
- Drawings: p. 70
- Depth: 5.85 - 5.75 top, 5.78 - 5.66 bottom
- Soil: quite hard, light brown, unburnt
- Pottery: 650-665 BC, not much diagnostic material. Corinthianizing incense
- Other: shell, bone, iron, pumice
Summary of Pails 24, 37A
- Possible rough exterior surface
  (see pp 67-68)

Pails 28, 30C
- also possible rough exterior surface & hearth (?)
- very dark soil w limpets
- level right underneath surface of 38B

Pails 30, 30D
- exterior surface, with psi-shaped hearth in SW corner
- intermediate surface slightly above whole level of trench - this one has small pebbles and flat phenoac

Pail 30B - surface associated w bottom of planes & phone both hearths.

pm - so far pails 8, 30, 30A, 38B are finished & brought down to the same level. This level is quite flat & even. Perhaps a surface?...

Pail 30D is a little more complicated. As we started excavating in this area (east, south of body f), an intermediate surface was found. This lies at 0.08 m below the last pail (7, 83, 38A). This area is therefore carefully excavated. The surface consists of flat sherd, small pebbles and phenoac, we kept the "hearth" in place until we excavate lower levels.

In pail 30C, a small hearth was cleared. (see p 76). The three upright pails are on the east, west and south side thus clearing the northern side open. This opening up directly set toward pail 30B which consists of a level of heavily burnt soil & very large amount of limpets & bones.

Only a small area of pail 30D needs to be excavated here. We plan to finish this on Monday and to photograph the surfaces.
July 13, 1980

level: 8.00m.

am - The little bit left on Friday (8:30).
The "Wall" & hearth (phone folklore) are being cleared for photographs. In the meantime we are starting
pail 31 in the extension.

Pail 31
K95A/B1C/8:31

location: under pail 8.30

depth: 5.83 - 5.76 top || 5.75 - 5.65 bottom

drawing p. 82

soil: brownish-grey, some small stones at the bottom, lots of bone shell.
pottery: 7th c., LHIII A1 to A2.

other: shell, limpet, bone, pumice, charcoal, soil sample, pot.
inventoried: C 95.67 Cyprobat bowl, water jugs, shell, bone, sea urchin spikes, photographs - see p. 98.

Rail # 2 frame 15:
bottom pails 30B+C of hearth

and wall (?) from NW

Rail # 2 frame 16:
bottom pails 30B+C from N close up of hearth.

Once the photographs were taken, we
started pail 8:31A in the new come

Pail 31A
K95A/B1C/8:31A

location: under pail 30A

depth: 5.35 - 5.66 top || 5.63 - 5.55 bottom

drawing p. 82

soil: light brown, with some small stones.
pottery: 7th c.

other: shell, nail (?) - rat incisor, bone, weights.
inventoried: weight C 95235 - C 9335.
In pail 31A, a few pebbles were found but no other evidence of a floor. The surface, however, is flat. The top of an E-W Minoan wall starts to appear. In pail 31D, we excavate natural soil. Elsewhere, small stones are removed. This looks like fallen rubble. Hearth #1 was removed—no bone, shell or pottery was collected, but a large soil sample was collected for further analysis. In this same pail, large stones are appearing E-W. They are left in situ for the moment.

We came upon the same type of darker soil as in 8:30. Thus we change pail to 8:31B.

* Pail 31B: Under pail 30B

Pottery: 7th c. w Corinthian skyphos

Other: bone, shell soil sample, olive seeds, iron, stone tools, charcoal

The stones which were called a "wall" seem to rest on earth only. We will excavate all around before removing them.

The area of the surface reported Friday in pail 30D is being removed with 31C. The soil here is very hard & clayish—we are under all surface; to be expected.

Pail 31D, to the south of the trench.
In pail 31B the bottom of a large jar was found, broken in pieces and evenly spread on the surface. The area was being cleaned for photographs.

Furthermore, in pail 31, what appears to be an E-W wall can be seen. This may be confirmed at our next level.

pm - we continue work on pails 31 and 31D. Pail 31D contains much sand. This perhaps represents the period of abandonment between the Kinoan period and the Green.

Photographs: see p. 86

Rail 2 frame 28
bottom pail 8:31 B, from uppermost surface (hearth) and lower surface burning area.

As one group finishes pail 8:31D, another begins another level.

Pail 33: 189n/86/8:32
location: under pail 8:31 X11 (?)
derth: 5.75 - 5.80 top / 5.30 - 5.41 bottom
ref drawing p. 88
soil: very hard, brown, w sand
pottery: 7 th c.
other: bone, shell, iron, gypsum, charcoal, plaster, (limpet)
inventory: 1955
C.950 , C.9510
July 14, 1982

Level set at 7.90m.

AM - One team is working in the extension. The slots reported yesterday seem to be forming a wall - perhaps the SW wall of XII. Pail 3A is used for this area (see p. 87).

George starts pail 32A in the SW corner. This is a very sandy area which we excavate in pail 32A

* PAIL 32A1 x 32A1 81c / 8:30a

Location: under pail 31D

Depth: 5.58 top / 5.50 - 5.37 bottom

Ref. drawing p. 88

Soil: sand, no stones or intrusions.

Pottery: balance of BA + 7th C.

Small sherds.

Other: bone, shell, iron, stone weight (?) inventoried:

A small piece of plaster (?22) was found - brick gauge was applied to it.

A lot of white + soft stone (?) can be seen here - perhaps fallen debris from a wall.

Some is collected under pumice + gypsum.

The sand in pail 8.30A can also be seen in the A-A' section of TR 32A1.

Pail 4:39. In 32, some lots of charcoal were seen but not collected.

After break in pail 3D, the level was finished + the E-W wall further exposed. This wall is numbered *4.

We began a new pail & level (9:33)

PAIL 33A1 x 33A1 81c / 5:33

Location: under 8:33

Ref. drawing p. 90

Soil: light brown, small stones, some rubble.

Depth: 5.50 - 5.41 top / 5.53 - 5.38 bottom

Pottery: LM III A2

Other: pumice, shell, plaster #23

Inventoried: —
The platform, part of pail 30A was removed, and as we dug another pass we find that the level of sand grew just a little deeper.

pm - we prepare XII for photograph, take levels. Plover fragment #23 was removed.

George continues in level 8, with pail 30B

Pail 30B: 82A 81C 83B
Location: under pail 8, 31B
Ref drawing: 1.88
Depth: 5.35 top / 5.45-5.40 bottom
Soil: darker, humid soil, + sand

Pottery: mostly LM III-1AI, I sherds
Cypriot (?)
Other: bone, shell, charcoal, bronze
Inventories: B341 - Bronze tweezers

Photograph: p 92 - Bottom pail 33
Roll #3 frame 0, from N, XI1 showing wall #4 E-W

Pail 34: 82A 81C 934
Location: under pail 9, 33
Ref drawing: p 92
Depth: 5.33 - 5.38 top / 5.40 - 5.15 bottom
Soil: light brown, w some small stones

Pottery: LM II - LMIII A1
Other: shell
Inventories:

Surface w threshold? Threshold 0
Block lies on surface at +5.24m